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Natural moss
screens – providing
design and
acoustical solutions
to commercial
interiors
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for Green Mood
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Preserved natural
moss sound
absorbers
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Bringing the serenity
of nature into
the commercial
environment
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Acoustic solutions
never looked so
beautiful
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G — Circles
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G — Circles
Moss—Acoustics™ Circles Unit
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The G-Circle is a circular panel containing fully
preserved natural moss and lichen. It provides highlevel acoustic absorbance together with the aesthetic
qualities of the natural world. When an office space or
commercial environment needs a little softening, these
units can provide an attractive green feature that helps
reduce stress and promotes wellbeing.
The panel is attached to a metal framework which
creates a 3-dimensional element and allows for
lighting to be placed behind the unit. This means
different sized units can also be placed under or over
one another, for added decorative effect. The units
are available in three different sizes and come with a
variety of moss types, colors, and arrangements.
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G-Circle (L)
Finish: Corten
Plant type: Ball Moss
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Used as

Wall fixture
Suspension
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Dimensions

Materials

Aluminium
Preserved plants
Cork

Customization
on request

Mirror instead of plants
Magnetic white board
LED Backlighting
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G-Circle (L/M/S)
Finish: Matte White
Plant type: Lichen
(55 – Apple)
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G-Circle (L/M/S)
Finish: Corten
Plant type: Lichen
(79 – Light Grass)
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G-Circle (L/M/S)
Finish: Gold
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Large — Ø 110,5 cm, depth 26 cm
(Ø 43.5 “, depth 10.2 “)
Medium — Ø 90,5 cm, depth 20 cm
(Ø 35.6 “, depth 9.9 “)
Small — Ø 70,5 cm, depth 15 cm
(Ø 27.8 “, depth 5.9 “)
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G-Circle (L/M/S)
Finish: Gold, Mirror
Plant types: Lichen
(55 – apple) & ball moss
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G-Circle (L/M/S)
Finish: Matte White
Plant type: Provence Moss
& Lichen (79 – Light Grass)
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G-Circle (L)
Finish: Matte White
Plant type: Ball Moss
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G-Circle (L)
Finish: Gold, White Board
Plant type: Provence Moss
& Lichen (79 – Light Grass)
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G — Dividers
Moss—Acoustics™ Dividers Unit
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The G-Divider is a moss-covered panel contained within
an oval-shaped metal frame. It’s designed to act as a
space divider and is ideal for placement in large interior
spaces such as open-plan offices, reception areas,
conference rooms and event halls.
The fully preserved natural moss absorbs ambient
noise and provides an attractive natural barrier between
different functional spaces. The rectangular panel with
cornered top features moss attached to both sides. This
allows for people in front and behind the G-Dividers
to benefit from their sound absorbing qualities and
aesthetic beauty. The framework and panel can easily be
manoeuvred from one position to another, and creates
an eye-catching natural wall when placed together with
other similar dividers.
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G-Divider
Finish: Gold
Plant type: Forest
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Used as

Double Sided Room divider
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Dimensions

Base — 110 cm x 64 cm (43.3 “ x 25.2 “)
Height — 200 cm (78.7 “)
Steel
Preserved plants
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Materials
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G-Divider
Finish: Matte Black
Plant types: Provence
Moss & Lichen (55 – Apple)
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G-Divider
Finish: Matte Black
Plant types: Lichen
(55 – Apple / 79 – Light
Grass / 54 – Mentha /
80 – Medium / 66 – Pale
Green / 56 – Natural)
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G-Divider
Finish: Gold
Plant types: Provence
Moss & Lichen
(79 – Light Grass)
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G-Divider
Finish: Corten
Plant type: Ball Moss &
Lichen (55 – Apple)
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G-Divider
Finish: Matte Black
Plant type: Lichen
(80 – Medium)
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G-Divider
Finish: Matte White
Plant type: Lichen
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G — Screens
Moss—Acoustics™ Screens Unit
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The G-Screen is a circular moss-covered panel
attached to a free-standing metal framework. It can be
placed just about anywhere and can even be fixed to
a ceiling. The round panels are similar, although larger,
to the G-Circles except the frame allows for the unit to
be situated away from walls and to act as a functional
and attractive border or accent feature in a large space.
The panel comes with our standard variety of moss
options and colors.
These screen units can fit into any commercial space
where high-level acoustic absorbance and natural
aesthetics are required such as offices, halls, waiting
rooms, and reception areas. The curved framework and
panel provide a nice contrast to the often straight lines
and sharp edges of a typical corporate environment.
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G-Screen
Finish: Gold
Plant type:
Provence Moss
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Used as

Double Sided Room divider
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Dimensions

Base — 57 x 140 cm (22.4 “ x 55.1 “)
Screen — Ø 140 cm (55.1 “)
Height — 160 cm or 180 cm (63 “ or 70.9 “)
Steel
Preserved plants
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Materials
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G-Screen
Finish: Gold
Plant type: Lichen
(60 – Yellow)
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G-Screen
Finish: Matte Black
Plant types: Lichen
(79 – Light grass / 54 –
Mentha / 60 – Yellow /
87 – Pacific / 53 – Erika)
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G-Screen
Finish: Corten
Plant type: Ball Moss
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G-Screen
Finish: Matte White
Plant types: Provence
Moss and Lichen
(79 – Light Grass)
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G-Screen
Finish: Gold
Plant type: Lichen
(54 – Mentha)
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G-Screen detail
Finish: Gold
Plant type: Ball Moss
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G — Desks
Moss—Acoustics™ Desk Divider Unit
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The G-Desk is a moss-covered free-standing desk
divider. It’s designed to sit on any type of table and can
be used in any commercial office environment. The
dividers bring a touch of greenery into office interiors
otherwise lacking a natural touch. The fully-preserved
moss also soaks up ambient noise thereby acting as an
acoustic absorber.
The desk divider is rectangular in shape with a curving
rim at the top. There are three different sizes available
including small, medium, and large. The structure of the
divider is made from aluminum with a power-coated
finish. Both sides of the product are covered with
moss, allowing for a pleasant green view from all angles,
and a resulting boost in mental wellbeing and work
productivity.
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G-Desk (L/S)
Finish: Matte Black
Plant type: Lichen
(79 – Light Grass)
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Used as

Double sided desk divider
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Dimensions

Large — 203,5 cm x 35 cm (80.1 “ x 13.7 “)
Medium — 153,5 cm x 35 cm (60.4 “ x 13.7 “)
Small — 103,5 cm x 35 cm (40.7 “ x 13.7 “)
Aluminium
Preserved plants
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Materials
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G-Desk detail
Finish: Corten
Plant type: Ball Moss
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G-Desks (L/M)
Finish: Matte White
Plant type: Provence Moss
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G-Desks (L/S) Finish:
Matte Black Plant
types: Lichen (80 –
Medium / 55 –
Apple / 54 – Mentha)
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G-Desk (M)
Finish: Matte White
Plant types: Lichen
(55 – Apple)
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G-Desk (L)
Finish: Matte Black
Plant types: Ball Moss

Appendix

Product Index
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G–Circles

G–Dividers

Dimensions :
Large — Ø 110,5 cm, depth 26 cm
(Ø 43.5 “, depth 10.2 “)
Medium — Ø 90,5 cm, depth 20 cm
(Ø 35.6 “, depth 9.9 “)
Small — Ø 70,5 cm, depth 15 cm
(Ø 27.8 “, depth 5.9 “)
Materials:
Aluminium, Preserved plants, Cork

Dimensions :
Base — 110 cm x 64 cm (43.3 “ x 25.2 “)
Height — 200 cm (78.7 “)
Materials:
Steel, Preserved plants

G–Screens

G–Desks

Dimensions :
Base — 57 x 140 cm (22.4 “ x 55.1 “)
Screen — Ø 140 cm (55.1 “)
Height — 160 cm or 180 cm (63 “ or 70.9 “)
Materials:
Steel, Preserved plants

Dimensions :
Large — 203,5 cm x 35 cm (80.1 “ x 13.7 “)
Medium — 153,5 cm x 35 cm (60.4 “ x 13.7 “)
Small — 103,5 cm x 35 cm (40.7 “ x 13.7 “)
Materials:
Aluminium, Preserved plants
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Acoustic absorption
performance

Customization

We asked CARE CEDIA, from the University of Liège (Belgium), to test
the performance of our products when it comes to sound absorption.
The laboratory provided us with detailed reports showing the
undeniable sound-reducing qualities of the natural moss.
The tests were conducted in accordance to the ISO 11654:1997
standard (laboratory-based sound absorption coefficient
measurements using 10m² for each moss).

Acoustic
absorption
index (as)

Structure finishes

Matte Black

Matte White

Gold

Corten

Ball Moss

Provence Moss

Forest

Lichen

80 – Medium

54 – Mentha

66 – Pale Green

79 – Light Grass

55 – Apple

87 – Pacific

59 – Ice Blue

74 – Royal Blue

67 – Purple

69 – Fuchsia

53 – Erica

63 – Burgundy

57 – Red

51 – Orange

60 – Yellow

52 – Black

56 – Natural

Preserved plant types
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The necessity of reducing sound reverberation in interiors has been
a recurrent challenge for architects and interior designers. They’ve
continually looked for ways to combine aesthetic considerations
with insulation requirements. Now, preserved mosses are
increasingly seen as the perfect answer to this problem (sometimes
considered better than even traditional industrial solutions).
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Lichen colors
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Alain Gilles

After studying Political Sciences and Marketing Management, Alain
Gilles went on to work in the financial world. But one has to live his
own life. So, thanks to the moral support of his wife, he went back to
studying Industrial design in France.
He opened is own studio in 2007 in order to pursue his own dreams
and develop his personal approach to product design, furniture
design, art direction and interior architecture. He has since started
to collaborate with several international editors such as Qui est
Paul ? (FR), Galerie Gosserez (FR), O’Sun (BE-HK), Buzzispace (BE),
Design is Wolf (BE), Varaschin (IT), Verreum (CZ), Casamania (IT), La
Chance (FR) and Bonaldo (IT), LIGNE ROSET (FR). Named “Designer
of the year” in 2012 by the Interieur Kortrijk fair and Knack/Le Vif
Weekend and the Museum of Design in Gent.
Born 1970 in Brussels.
Alain Gilles — The studio
www.alaingilles.com

Green Mood – founded by Sadig Alekperov
in 2014 – is a Belgian company offering a
range of creative natural products that
combine high-level acoustic absorbance
with attractive visual aesthetics. The main
components of the products are preserved
plants, most notably moss and lichen. These
materials require absolutely no maintenance
– no pruning, no watering, no sunlight. All the
raw plant materials are carefully harvested
by hand and painstaking preserved using
specialist techniques.
Our new G-Line range is an innovative
collection of moss-covered acoustic panels
in three distinctive formats. The concept,
developed by Alain Gilles, is based on
bringing the splendour of the natural world
into commercial spaces and connecting
busy professionals and their customers with
the benefits of sustainability. Each G-Line
product acts not only as a natural sound
absorber but also helps to reduce stress and
promote the general wellbeing we usually
find when out walking in nature.
By combining multi-tonal and textured moss
with natural cork and aluminium frames,
Green Mood has developed a high quality
product ideal for sophisticated corporate
environments.
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Design as a second life.

Green Mood
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Atomiumsquare 1 - BP 102
B-1020 Bussels, Belgium
+32 2 608 19 62
www.greenmood.be
sales@greenmood.be

Find us worlwide:
France – sales@greenmood.fr
Switzerland – sales@greenmood.ch
Denmark — info@greenmood.dk
Luxembourg — info@greenmood.lu
Poland — info@greenmood.pl
Romania — office@greenmood.ro
Taiwan — sales@greenmood.tw
Turkey — info@greenmood.com.tr
Azerbaijan — info@greenmood.az
© 2018 Green Mood all rights reserved
Design: www.coast-agency.com

